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Biomedical computation space
could be viewed simply as the cross of
biomedical problem space with computational solution space. This space is
characterized by threads of work that
span in both directions with biologists
and physicians generally investigating
the vertical threads and computational
scientists generally investigating the
horizontal threads.
Of course, this problem/solution
space description is an oversimplification since neither axis can be
described along a single linear variable. Although biological structures
can be defined by their spatial scale,
there are clearly many other variables
and hierarchies that describe biomedical problem space. The multiple hierarchy issue may be even clearer in the
computational solution space where
one would be hard pressed to
find a single variable or hierarchy to describe all computational methods that could be
brought to bear on biomedical
problems.
I believe that there is
much to be gained by examining the threads of commonality that exist in biomedical
computation space. At times,
it may seem abstract or tenuous at best to look for similarities among these very diverse
topics but when we do make
these seemingly far reaching
connections, it is invigorating
and exhilarating. With the
start of this new magazine, we
will cover the topics that span
this space and affect us all and
I hope that you will find this
interesting and valuable and
will contribute materials for
future issues. ■■
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